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A STRICT INCLUSION RELATED
TO BIHARMOMC GREEN'S FLINCTIONS

OF CLAMPED AND SIMPLY
SUPPORTED BODIES

MITSURU NAKAI anil LEO SARIO '

Let Of and O! be the classds of Riemannian N-manifolds, N>2, which do
not carry biharmonic Green's f'unctious p of clamped bodies, characterized by
"boundary data" f:0fl0n:0, or biharmonic Green's functions y of simply
supported bodies, characterized by boundary data y:7y:0, respectively. It is

known that Of;cOf (Ralston Sario [4]), but whether or not this inclusion is

strict has been an open problem. The main purpose of the present study is to show

that the inclusion rs strict:
of = ol.

Let OI be the class of parabolic Riemannian manifolds, i.e., those not carrying
harmonic Green's functions. For any null class Otr, denote by tr its complement.

It is known that OE=,Oil (Surio [5]), but the relation of O[ to Of has been unknown,
except for the special case N:2, in which the invariance of harmonicity under
conformal metrics allowed us to construct 2-manifolds which belong to Ozonözp,

(Nakai-Sario [3]). We shall now show that, for any N>2 as well, there exist

ÄLmanifolds which are parabolic but nevertheless carry p:

ofinöIf * A.

This relation is sharper than Of -"O{.
A perhaps somewhat unexpected consequence of our reasoning will be that,

for N:2,3, every compact Riemannian manifold punctured at a point carries B.

We start by giving, in No. 1, a new short proof of the Ralston-Sario relation
O[c.O{. In No. 2, we introduce a useful sufficient condition for the existence of B
on parabolic manifolds: an Evans kernel is square integrable offits pole. We use this
test to show, in No.3, that the parabolic Nemannian ball constructed in Nakai-
Sario [2] actually carries B.
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L. Chung has reported to the authors that he has construoted another counter-
example to show the strictness of Of <Ofl. ft* manifold is the .l/-space witå a
nonconformal metric.

1. Newproof of Of cO!. To show that OfcOfl tate a manifold Rin ö1,
N>2. Choose a regular subregion O of Ä and denote by go(*, y) the harmonic
Green's function in CI. Let f o(x, y) be the biharmonic Green's function of the
clampbd body on E, characteiii"atl /2 f a: Alla:u on A- {yl, the biharmonic
fundamental singularity at y, and the conditions Be:\Bsl\n:O on 0Q. Here /
is the Laplace-Beltrami operator dö+öd. Wnte

sp(x, .y) : A*Fa(x, y)

and set ,so(.,./):8o(.,.y):0 on R-CI. Then

Fo@, y): (go(x,'), so(', /)).
Let h(H(9) nCl(CI), where ,F/ stands for the class of harmonic functions. In
view of

and

we have
(ft(.), ro(., /))o : o

for all h€H(a)nC(A).
Fix x,y(R and take regular subregions Qo, grwith OocQl and x,y(Qs.

By Harnack's inequality, the existence of the biharmonic Green's function of a
slmply supported body on R, 

_\ _ r ..\\y^(x, y): (s^( ', x), gn(, y))r,
is equivalent to 

ilgn(., x)iln-o, - -
for every x(Qo. Since Bn(x, ,1:(Sa(,x), so(.,/))n, we obtain

f ,r, (x, y) - F o(x, y) : (g* ( ., x) - so, ( ., x), so, ( ., y) - so ( ., D)o,

for QcQ' with OlcO and for any xeho. The quantity

K - sup Ilg*(. , x)-s,2,(., x)ll*
x€ oo

is finite by virtue of the continuiiy of g^.(2, x)-se,(2, x) on QtXQr. The Schwarz
inequality yields

lf o.@, y)-Fa@, y)12 = K'llso,(., y)-so(., y)llå,

for Q'=Q>O, and x€.Zo. Ilere,

llso,(.,y)-so(., Dllh,:llso,(.,y)-so,(.,y)llå,-llso(.,y)-sn,(.,y)llå.

f n(x)x* dfin(x, y) - 0
0e

(d,h, d\s)n : I O.x dh - o,
ö{2
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Since

\t/e obtain

(go(., /)-s,,r (. , !),ss2( ' , !)-sor(', y)) dz: lls,r( ' , !)-s,,r(', y)llä'

The Schwarz inequalitY gives

llso(' , y)-ssr(', I)11,, = llg"('z /)-se1( ' , !)ll* = K

for eve ty Q. Thereforer' . \ .. ^lim - llsrr,(', Y)-se(' , Y)llä' : 0
9'={2,'v R "

and 
n\Pr^lfr*'.' Y)- frnto' Y)l : o'

uniformly for x€Qo. Thus,

fi*(x, v) : Åmf n@, Y)

exists on Ä for any fixed y, and the convergence is uniform for x in any compact

subset of Ä.
The proof of Of col is comnPlete.

2. Acriterionfortheedstenceof p. suppose neo[, and let e(x,y) be an

Eouts kernel in the sense of Nakai [1]. For the definition and properties of e(x, y)

to be used below, we refer to sario-Nakai [6, pp. 353-361]; the discussion there

is for Riemann surfaces, but it applies verbatim to fuemannian manifolds. Let

Brbe ageodesic ball lx-yl<e abouty'

Theorem 1.. If an Ersans kernel e on R€OI satisfies

lle(', y)ll*-n" = -
for euery y, then neöI[.

Proof. Using h('):e(', y)-so(',./), wo have, by the convention sj2'( 
" /):0

on R-o" 
('(',y)-'o ("y)'so'("y))o:o

for g':Q=By and d2':By.We set f('):e(',y)-sn"(,y) and to(')=
:so(', /)-su"(' ,Y) and obtain

(/(')-t"('), to('))o : o'

By the Schwarz inequalitY,

llr"(')llå :(f ('), ro('))o = ll/(')ll"'llt"(')llo'

,In view of the assumption of the theorem, and the joint continuity of e(x,y) on

RXR,
llsn(', v)-,""(' ;flllh= lle(', v)-s""(" v)llä: K(v) =K(Ä6) = -

(g*(', y).-so (' , !),sn( ' , !)-sor( " 
y))p : 0'
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for every O and for all y inan arbitrarily chosen compact subset Ro of R. We recall that

f o(x, y): (ro(., x), so( . , !))o
f oo(x, y) : G"(', x), soo( ' , y))a,

where we again use the convention so,(.,Jr):O on Ä-0' for every e':dl,
Q.ocQ. It follows that

f o@, y)- f oo(x, !): (to(', x), so(' , y) -soo( ' , il)o
: (ro(., x)-soo(., r), so(., y)-soo(.,./))o.

By the Schwarz inequality,

lf o@, i- Foo(x, y)l'= llso(. , x)-soo(. , x)llh.llso(. , y)-so,(., y)llå
: I,(x)''Ir(Y)"

where lr(x) : llso(., x)-soo(., x)llo

= llsp(., x) - sr*( ., x)llo * ll soo ( ., x) - sr*( ., x)llo

= 2K(Ro)Llz <. -
for all x€Ä6. Since

forallo, 
llso(.,.y)-sa"(.,y)ll €K(y)t/z<.*

Ir(v) : ll(r"(. , .v)-sr,(., ./))-(so.1., l) -sa,(., y))llo * o

as Q=Q,/R. We conclude that

F@. y) = åg1 fro@, y): 
å'3g fo(y, x)

exists and the convergence is uniform on every compact subset of R for any fixed
y€R. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

We note in passing the following immediate consequence of Theorem l:
Corollary. For N:2,3, eaery compqct Riemannian manifold punctured at

a point carries B.

3. Sfictness of the inclusion. We are ready to establish our main result:

Theorem 2. Fqr N>2,
oF = oy.

More precisely,
o[nö[ * 0.

Proof. For N:2, the proof was given in Nakai-Sario [3], where a necessary
and sufficient condition was established for the complex plane with a conformal
radial metric to carry B. For |/>2, consider the N-ball

R:{r<l;ds}
with the metric ds:).(x)rtzldxl, where r:lxl, x:(rr, ...,{), ),eC*(R), )">0,
and on {ll2=r=l},

).(x) : lxlta - 
zivXrv - zr 

1 t - 1y11er<r- 
zr.
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Sincethefunction å(x):1/(1-lxl) satisfies on {ll2=.lxl=1} theharmonicequation

Ah(r) : - g-Ltz(gLtz{' h'(r))' :0,

Ä is parabolic. Therefore, there exists an Evans kernel e(x,y) on -R such that

I
e(x, y) - , _k-i- as lxl * t.

By virtue of
g(x)tt, : ).(x)nt, - Kl- lxl)Ltw-z)JNt2: (l - lxl)zLltiv-zr

we obtain for 4((lyl, l),
1

lle(.,y)lltr,, - { (1 -r)-z(l -r)zNt@-z) rn-' d,

By Theorem l, P exists on Ä, hence OEnöf *9.
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.', [ (1 - r)-'+zNl(N -2) dr
Q
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- I (1 - r)+t(nv-2\ dr < oo.
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